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Second-harmonic generation in an infinite layered structure with nonlinear spring-type interfaces

Shiro Biwa* and Yosuke Ishii
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University
Katsura, Nishikyo-ku, Kyoto 615-8540, Japan

Abstract
The second-harmonic generation characteristics in the elastic wave propagation across an infinite layered structure consisting of identical linear elastic layers and nonlinear spring-type interlayer interfaces are analyzed theoretically. The interlayer interfaces are assumed to have identical linear interfacial stiffness but can have different quadratic nonlinearity parameters. Using a perturbation approach and the transfer-matrix method, an explicit analytical expression is derived for the second-harmonic amplitude when the layered structure is impinged by a monochromatic fundamental wave. The analysis shows that the second-harmonic generation behavior depends significantly on the fundamental frequency reflecting the band structure of the layered structure. Two special cases are discussed in order to demonstrate such dependence, i.e., the second-harmonic generation by a single nonlinear interface as well as by multiple consecutive nonlinear interfaces. In particular, when the second-harmonic generation occurs at multiple consecutive nonlinear interfaces, the cumulative growth of the second-harmonic amplitude with distance is only expected in certain frequency ranges where the fundamental as well as the double frequencies belong to the pass bands of the layered structure. Furthermore, a remarkable increase of the second-harmonic amplitude is found near the terminating edge of pass bands. Approximate expressions for the low-frequency range are also obtained, which show the cumulative growth of the second-harmonic amplitude with quadratic frequency dependence.
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1. Introduction

Contacting as well as weakly bonded interfaces between solid bodies are often quite different from perfectly bonded interfaces in their behavior when they interact with elastic waves. Such imperfect interfaces are present in various forms in nature as well as in technological products. Acoustic or ultrasonic characterization of imperfect interfaces, e.g., fractures in rocks [1], machine elements with contacting parts [2, 3], kissing bonds and closed cracks in structural members [4-6], has been studied extensively in geophysical exploration and ultrasonic nondestructive testing. When elastic waves impinge on these imperfect interfaces, they exhibit partial reflection and transmission in a frequency-dependent manner. Foregoing studies have revealed that such characteristics can be described by modeling the interfacial region as a spring-type interface characterized by normal and tangential stiffnesses [7-11]. Spring-type interface models have been adopted to analyze the response of closed cracks for different dynamic excitation conditions [12, 13]. Waveguide characteristics of imperfect interfaces have been analyzed based on such models and used to characterize them [14-17]. Elastic wave propagation in multilayered structures with spring-type interlayer interfaces has also been analyzed in order to clarify the effect of thin interlaminar resin-rich regions in fiber-reinforced composite laminates [18-23].

Another prominent feature of imperfect interfaces is acoustic nonlinearity [24, 25]. In particular, contacting interfaces have been shown to produce significant higher-harmonic components when insonified by narrow-band, high-amplitude waves [26-28]. These features have attracted much attention in the field of ultrasonic nondestructive testing as a sensitive measure to detect closed defects and weak bonding in structural elements. Nonlinear spring-type interface models have been employed to predict the second-harmonic amplitude generated at a contacting interface between solids in reasonable agreement with experimental results [29-34]. In order to examine the second-harmonic generation behavior at a kissing bond interface in an adhesive joint, Yan et al. [35, 36] analyzed the one-dimensional wave propagation across an adhesive layer bonded to the adherend using the nonlinear spring-type interface model. They found that the second-harmonic amplitude to be observed is highly dependent on the ratio of the wavelength to the layer thickness due to the band-pass filtering effect of the layer. Ishii and Biwa [37] numerically showed that the second-harmonic generation behavior in multilayered structures with nonlinear spring-type interfaces exhibits remarkably complex frequency dependence. These findings indicate the importance of further examining the second-harmonic generation in multilayered structures due to interfacial nonlinear effects.

Recently, nonlinear elastic wave propagation in multilayered structures has been studied theoretically by different authors. Most of the foregoing studies for this topic consider periodic layered structures consisting of nonlinear elastic materials to explore the amplitude-dependent dispersion and band-gap characteristics [38, 39] or the possible occurrence of localized solutions [40-42].
second-harmonic generation in multilayered structures due to material nonlinearity was analyzed by Yun et al. [43]. It appears, however, that the corresponding issue due to interfacial nonlinearity has rarely been addressed in the existing literature. Better understanding of this issue is not only of academic interest but also expected to give insight into the characterization of weakly bonded structures, e.g., ultrasonic testing of composite laminates with closed delaminations [44, 45], acoustic characterization of granular media [46, 47], etc.

The aim of this paper is to analyze the second-harmonic generation in the one-dimensional wave propagation across a multilayered structure with nonlinear spring-type interfaces. For a single nonlinear spring-type interface between semi-infinite elastic media, a perturbation analysis for the second-harmonic generation was presented by Biwa et al. [30]. In the present analysis, this foregoing analysis is extended to the case of multiple interfaces in layered structures. To gain fundamental understanding, our attention is focused on an infinite layered structure made of identical linear elastic layers and weakly nonlinear spring-type interfaces with identical linear interfacial stiffness. In Section 2, the formulation is laid down and a perturbation approach is employed to linearize the governing equations. The solution to the fundamental wave propagation is outlined in Section 3 in the frequency domain using the transfer-matrix method [48, 49]. The corresponding problem for the second-harmonic component generated by nonlinear interfaces is analyzed in Section 4, and a formal analytical expression for the second-harmonic amplitude in the layered structure is obtained. In Section 5, two special cases are discussed. Namely, the second-harmonic generation characteristics by a single nonlinear interface as well as by multiple consecutive nonlinear interfaces are examined in detail.

2. Formulation

The one-dimensional longitudinal wave propagation across an infinitely extended multilayered structure made of identical linear elastic layers (mass density $\rho$, wave velocity $c$ and thickness $h$), which are bonded to each other by spring-type interfaces, is considered as shown in Fig. 1. The wave is assumed to propagate in the direction perpendicular to the layers. The displacement $u(x, t)$ is a function of the position $x$ and time $t$, and obeys the linear equation of motion in each layer, i.e.,

$$\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} = \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2}, \quad X_m < x < X_{m+1},$$

(1)

where $X_m = mh$ ($m = 0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \ldots$) denote the positions of interlayer interfaces. At each interface, the stress $\sigma(x, t) = \rho c^2 \frac{\partial u}{\partial x}$ is continuous while discontinuity is allowed in the displacement. When the spring-type interfaces possess weak quadratic nonlinearity [30], the boundary conditions at $x = X_m$ are given by
\[ \rho c^2 \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2} (X_{m+}, t) = \rho c^2 \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2} (X_{m-}, t) = K_S [1 - \beta_m y_m(t)] y_m(t), \] 

(2)

where \( K_S \) is the linear interfacial stiffness, assumed to be the same for all interfaces, and \( \beta_m \) is a positive parameter representing the interfacial nonlinearity of the interface at \( x = X_m \). Furthermore,

\[ y_m(t) = u(X_{m+}, t) - u(X_{m-}, t) \]

(3)

denotes the jump of displacement at \( x = X_m \). The subscripts “\( m^+ \)” and “\( m^- \)” denote the limit of a field variable when \( x \) approaches \( X_m \) from the right and the left, respectively.

By introducing a characteristic frequency \( \omega_0 \) and a displacement amplitude \( a_0 \), the governing equations are written in terms of non-dimensional variables as

\[ \frac{\partial^2 \tilde{u}}{\partial \tilde{t}^2} = \frac{\partial^2 \tilde{u}}{\partial \tilde{x}^2}, \quad \tilde{X}_m < \tilde{x} < \tilde{X}_{m+1}, \] 

(4)

\[ \frac{\partial \tilde{u}}{\partial \tilde{x}} (\tilde{X}_{m+}, \tilde{t}) = \frac{\partial \tilde{u}}{\partial \tilde{x}} (\tilde{X}_{m-}, \tilde{t}) = \tilde{K} [1 - \varepsilon_m \tilde{y}_m(\tilde{t})] \tilde{y}_m(\tilde{t}), \] 

(5)

\[ \tilde{y}_m(\tilde{t}) = \tilde{u}(\tilde{X}_{m+}, \tilde{t}) - \tilde{u}(\tilde{X}_{m-}, \tilde{t}), \] 

(6)

where

\[ \tilde{x} = \frac{\omega_0}{c} x, \quad \tilde{X}_m = \frac{\omega_0}{c} X_m, \quad \tilde{t} = \omega_0 t, \quad \tilde{u}(\tilde{x}, \tilde{t}) = \frac{u(x, t)}{a_0}, \quad \tilde{K} = \frac{K_S}{\rho c \omega_0}, \quad \varepsilon_m = \beta_m a_0. \] 

(7)

Assuming that \( \varepsilon = \text{Max} [\varepsilon_m] \) is a sufficiently small quantity, the solution \( \tilde{u}(\tilde{x}, \tilde{t}) \) is expanded into a power series with respect to \( \varepsilon \) as

\[ \tilde{u}(\tilde{x}, \tilde{t}) = \tilde{u}_1(\tilde{x}, \tilde{t}) + \varepsilon \tilde{u}_2(\tilde{x}, \tilde{t}) + \varepsilon^2 \tilde{u}_3(\tilde{x}, \tilde{t}) + \cdots, \] 

(8)

and substituted into Eqs. (4)-(6). Collecting the terms for each order of \( \varepsilon \) gives,

\[ \frac{\partial^2 \tilde{u}_j}{\partial \tilde{t}^2} = \frac{\partial^2 \tilde{u}_j}{\partial \tilde{x}^2}, \quad \tilde{X}_m < \tilde{x} < \tilde{X}_{m+1}, \] 

(9)

\[ \tilde{y}_{jm}(\tilde{t}) = \tilde{u}_j(\tilde{X}_{m+}, \tilde{t}) - \tilde{u}_j(\tilde{X}_{m-}, \tilde{t}), \] 

(10)

for \( j = 1, 2, \ldots \), and

For \( \varepsilon^0 \):

\[ \frac{\partial \tilde{u}_1}{\partial \tilde{x}} (\tilde{X}_{m+}, \tilde{t}) = \frac{\partial \tilde{u}_1}{\partial \tilde{x}} (\tilde{X}_{m-}, \tilde{t}) = \tilde{K} \tilde{y}_{1m}(\tilde{t}), \] 

(11a)

For \( \varepsilon^1 \):

\[ \frac{\partial \tilde{u}_2}{\partial \tilde{x}} (\tilde{X}_{m+}, \tilde{t}) = \frac{\partial \tilde{u}_2}{\partial \tilde{x}} (\tilde{X}_{m-}, \tilde{t}) = \tilde{K} [\gamma_{2m}(\tilde{t}) - \delta_m \tilde{y}_{1m}(\tilde{t})^2], \] 

(11b)

For \( \varepsilon^2 \):

\[ \frac{\partial \tilde{u}_3}{\partial \tilde{x}} (\tilde{X}_{m+}, \tilde{t}) = \frac{\partial \tilde{u}_3}{\partial \tilde{x}} (\tilde{X}_{m-}, \tilde{t}) = \tilde{K} [\gamma_{3m}(\tilde{t}) - 2\delta_m \tilde{y}_{1m}(\tilde{t}) \tilde{y}_{2m}(\tilde{t})], \] 

(11c)

and so on, where \( \delta_m = \varepsilon_m / \varepsilon \). The problem given by Eqs. (4)-(6) can then be solved in a successive...
manner starting with the linear problem of Eqs. (9) and (10) with the boundary conditions of Eq. (11a), and then those of the next higher order in \( \varepsilon \), which are also linear but contain an inhomogeneous term consisting of the solutions to the problems of the lower orders. In the present analysis, solutions are sought for to the problems for \( \varepsilon^0 \) and \( \varepsilon^1 \) in order to examine the second-harmonic generation behavior when the multilayered structure is subjected to a monochromatic wave propagation of angular frequency \( \omega_0 \).

3. Propagation of monochromatic fundamental wave

3.1 Transfer-matrix formulation

The problem of Eqs. (9)-(11a) is rewritten in terms of dimensional variables as

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u_1}{\partial t^2} = c^2 \frac{\partial^2 u_1}{\partial x^2}, \quad X_m < x < X_{m+1}, \tag{12}
\]

\[
\rho c^2 \frac{\partial u_1}{\partial x}(X_{m+},t) = \rho c^2 \frac{\partial u_1}{\partial x}(X_{m-},t) = K_S y_{1m}(t), \tag{13}
\]

where \( u_1(x,t) = a_0 \tilde{u}_1(\tilde{x}, \tilde{t}) \) and \( y_{1m}(t) = u_1(X_{m+},t) - u_1(X_{m-},t) \). Now that the nonlinear terms are not involved in Eq. (13), the layered structure considered in this problem possesses perfect periodicity of spatial period \( h \). A solution to this problem, corresponding to the monochromatic wave propagation with angular frequency \( \omega_0 \) in the periodic layered structure, is described below. By introducing the complex-value expressions

\[
u_1(x,t) = \text{Re}[U_1(x) \exp(-i\omega_0 t)], \tag{14a}\]

\[
y_{1m}(t) = \text{Re}[Y_{1m} \exp(-i\omega_0 t)], \tag{14b}\]

the problem is formulated in the frequency domain as

\[
\frac{d^2 U_1}{dx^2} + \omega_0^2 U_1 = 0, \quad X_m < x < X_{m+1}, \tag{15}\]

\[
\rho c^2 \frac{d U_1}{dx}(X_{m+}) = \rho c^2 \frac{d U_1}{dx}(X_{m-}) - K_S Y_{1m}. \tag{16}\]

The displacement solution to Eq. (15) is given as the sum of the forward-propagating wave \( U_{1F}(x) \) and the backward-propagating wave \( U_{1B}(x) \) in each layer, i.e., \( U_1(x) = U_{1F}(x) + U_{1B}(x) \).

Below, these wave components are denoted as the vector \( \mathbf{U}_1(x) = (U_{1F}(x), U_{1B}(x))^T \). Note that \( U_1(x) \) and \( \mathbf{U}_1(x) \) are not to be confused, as the former is the displacement and the latter is a vector consisting of its forward- and backward-propagating components. Using the classical transfer-matrix formalism [48, 49], the components at both sides of the interface at \( x = X_{m+1} \) are related by

\[
\mathbf{U}_1(X_{(m+1)+}) = S(\Omega) \mathbf{U}_1(X_{(m+1)-}), \tag{17}\]
where $\Omega = \omega_0 h / c$ is the normalized angular frequency and the matrix $S(\Omega)$ is defined by [18, 19, 21]

$$S(\Omega) = \begin{bmatrix} 1 + i\Lambda \Omega & -i\Lambda \Omega \\ i\Lambda \Omega & 1 - i\Lambda \Omega \end{bmatrix}, \quad \Lambda = \frac{\rho c^2}{2K_3 h}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

The non-dimensional parameter $\Lambda$ defined above characterizes the relative linear compliance of the interface. Furthermore, $U_1(X_{(m+1)-})$ is connected to $U_1(X_{m+})$ by the propagator matrix $P(\Omega)$ as

$$U_1(X_{(m+1)-}) = P(\Omega)U_1(X_{m+}), \hspace{1cm} (19)$$

where

$$P(\Omega) = \begin{bmatrix} \exp(i\Omega) & 0 \\ 0 & \exp(-i\Omega) \end{bmatrix}. \hspace{1cm} (20)$$

Therefore, the wave components across one unit cell of periodic structure are related by

$$U_1(X_{(m+1)+}) = H(\Omega)U_1(X_{m+}), \hspace{1cm} (21)$$

where

$$H(\Omega) = S(\Omega)P(\Omega) = \begin{bmatrix} (1 + i\Lambda \Omega)\exp(i\Omega) & -i\Lambda \Omega \exp(-i\Omega) \\ i\Lambda \Omega \exp(i\Omega) & (1 - i\Lambda \Omega)\exp(-i\Omega) \end{bmatrix} \hspace{1cm} (22)$$

is the transfer matrix for the unit cell.

### 3.2 Application of Bloch theorem

For the periodic structure considered here, the so-called Bloch theorem implies

$$U_1(X_{(m+1)+}) = \exp[iK(\Omega)h]U_1(X_{m+}), \hspace{1cm} (23)$$

where $K(\Omega)$ denotes the Bloch wave number in the periodic structure at angular frequency $\omega_0$. Combined with Eq. (21), it is clear that $\exp[iK(\Omega)h]$ is an eigenvalue of $H(\Omega)$. After some manipulation and introducing an auxiliary function $G(\Omega)$ as

$$G(\Omega) = \cos \Omega - \Lambda \Omega \sin \Omega, \hspace{1cm} (24)$$

two eigenvalues of $H(\Omega)$ can be expressed as

$$\exp[iK^+(\Omega)h] = G(\Omega) + i\text{sgn}(\sin \Omega)\sqrt{1 - G(\Omega)^2}, \hspace{1cm} (25a)$$

$$\exp[iK^-(\Omega)h] = \exp[-iK^+(\Omega)h] = G(\Omega) - i\text{sgn}(\sin \Omega)\sqrt{1 - G(\Omega)^2}. \hspace{1cm} (25b)$$

In these expressions, $K^+(\Omega)$ and $K^-(\Omega)$ can be identified as the wave numbers of the forward-propagating and backward-propagating Bloch waves, respectively. When $|G(\Omega)| \leq 1$, both $K^+(\Omega)$ and $K^-(\Omega)$ are real and given by
\[
\cos[K^\pm(\Omega)h] = G(\Omega), \quad \sin[K^\pm(\Omega)h] = \pm \text{sgn}(\sin \Omega) \sqrt{1 - G(\Omega)^2}.
\] (26)

When \(|G(\Omega)| > 1\), \(K^+(\Omega)\) and \(K^-(\Omega)\) are complex, corresponding to the modes decaying in the positive and negative directions, respectively. Explicitly, \(\exp[iK^+(\Omega)h]\) and \(\exp[iK^-(\Omega)h]\) are real numbers given by

\[
-1 < \exp[iK^-(\Omega)h] = G(\Omega) + \sqrt{G(\Omega)^2 - 1} < 0,
\] (27a)

\[
\exp[iK^-(\Omega)h] = G(\Omega) - \sqrt{G(\Omega)^2 - 1} < 1,
\] (27b)

when \(G(\Omega) < -1\), and

\[
0 < \exp[iK^+(\Omega)h] = G(\Omega) - \sqrt{G(\Omega)^2 - 1} < 1,
\] (28a)

\[
\exp[iK^+(\Omega)h] = G(\Omega) + \sqrt{G(\Omega)^2 - 1} > 1,
\] (28b)

when \(G(\Omega) > 1\). The frequency ranges for which \(|G(\Omega)| \leq 1\) are the pass bands, and those for which \(|G(\Omega)| > 1\) are the stop bands, respectively, of the layered structure. From Eqs. (22) and (25b), two eigenvectors of \(H(\Omega)\) can be expressed as

\[
A^+(\Omega) = \left\{ -i\Omega^{-1} \exp(-i\Omega)(1 - i\Lambda\Omega) \exp(-i\Omega) - \exp[iK^+(\Omega)h] \right\},
\] (29a)

\[
A^-(\Omega) = \left\{ i\Omega^{-1} \exp(i\Omega)(1 + i\Lambda\Omega) \exp(i\Omega) - \exp[-iK^+(\Omega)h] \right\},
\] (29b)

corresponding to the following relations.

\[
H(\Omega)A^+(\Omega) = \exp[iK^-(\Omega)h]A^+(\Omega), \quad H(\Omega)A^-(\Omega) = \exp[-iK^+(\Omega)h]A^-(\Omega).
\] (30)

Now, the solution to the problem given by Eqs. (15) and (16) is assumed to be the Bloch mode propagating or decaying in the positive direction of \(x\). In this situation, \(U_1(X_{0+})\) can be expressed as

\[
U_1(X_{0+}) = C A^+(\Omega)
\]

where \(C\) is a complex constant. Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that \(U_1(X_{0+}) = a_0\) where \(a_0 > 0\) is the characteristic displacement amplitude used for normalization. This condition determines the constant \(C\), and the amplitude of the wave is constant in the structure, \(|U_1(x)| = a_0\), in the pass bands.

Using \(U_1(X_{m-}) = S(\Omega)^{-1}U_1(X_{m+})\) from Eq. (17) and Eq. (30), the displacement gap at the \(m\)th interface \(x = X_m\) is given by

\[
Y_{1m} = U_{1F}(X_{m+}) + U_{1B}(X_{m+}) - U_{1F}(X_{m-}) - U_{1B}(X_{m-})
\]

\[
= 2i\Lambda\Omega[U_{1F}(X_{m+}) - U_{1B}(X_{m+})]
\]

\[
= 2i\Lambda\Omega \exp[iK^+(\Omega)h][U_{1F}(X_{0+}) - U_{1B}(X_{0+})]
\]

\[
= 2i\Lambda W(\Omega)a_0 \exp[iK^+(\Omega)h],
\] (31)
where \( W(\Omega) \) is defined by

\[
W(\Omega) = \frac{\{\exp[iK^+ (\Omega)h] - \exp(-i\Omega) + 2\Lambda\Omega\sin\Omega\} \Omega}{\exp[iK^+ (\Omega)h] - \exp(-i\Omega) + 2i\Lambda\Omega\cos\Omega}.
\]

(32)

4. Second-harmonic generation in the layered structure

4.1 Governing equations for the second-harmonic generation

The problem of Eqs. (9), (10) and (11b) is rewritten in terms of dimensional variables as

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u_2}{\partial t^2} = c^2 \frac{\partial^2 u_2}{\partial x^2}, \quad X_m < x < X_{m+1},
\]

(33)

and

\[
\rho c^2 \frac{\partial^2 \tilde{u}_2}{\partial x^2}(x_{m+1},t) = \rho c^2 \frac{\partial^2 \tilde{u}_2}{\partial x^2}(x_{m-1},t) = K_s y_{2m}(t) - K_s \beta_m y_{1m}(t)^2,
\]

(34)

where \( u_2(x,t) = \varepsilon a_0 \tilde{u}_2(x,\tilde{t}) \) and \( y_{2m}(t) = u_2(X_{m+1},t) - u_2(X_{m-1},t) \). This problem is also related to the perfectly periodic layered structure with linear interfacial stiffness, but now excited by the driving forces represented by the second term on the rightmost side of Eq. (34). The driving terms can be obtained from the solution given in the previous section. Substitution of Eq. (31) into Eq. (14b) gives

\[
y_{1m}(t)^2 = 2\Lambda^2 |W(\Omega)|^2 a_0^{-2} \{1 + \cos[2mK^+(\Omega)h + 2\gamma(\Omega) + \pi - 2\omega_0 t]\}, \quad |G(\Omega)| \leq 1,
\]

(35a)

\[
y_{1m}(t)^2 = 2\Lambda^2 |W(\Omega)|^2 a_0^{-2} \exp[2imK^+(\Omega)h] \{1 + \cos[2\gamma(\Omega) + \pi - 2\omega_0 t]\}, \quad |G(\Omega)| > 1,
\]

(35b)

where \( \gamma(\Omega) = \text{Arg}[W(\Omega)] \).

The expressions in Eq. (35) clearly indicate that each driving force consists of the DC component \( (\omega = 0) \) and the double-frequency component \( (\omega = 2\omega_0) \). The effect of DC term in the driving force is to superimpose the static displacement field consisting of the gap opening at each interface. Since the present interest is in examining the second-harmonic generation behavior, in what follows the problem is restricted to Eqs. (33)-(35) with the DC terms omitted. Again, the solution to this problem is considered in the frequency domain, introducing

\[
u_2(x,t) = \text{Re}[U_2(x)\exp(-2i\omega_0 t)],
\]

(36a)

\[
y_2(t) = \text{Re}[Y_2(t)\exp(-2i\omega_0 t)],
\]

(36b)

and reducing the problem to

\[
\frac{d^2 U_2}{dx^2} + \frac{(2\omega_0)^2}{c^2} U_2 = 0, \quad X_m < x < X_{m+1},
\]

(37)
\[ \rho c^2 \frac{dU_2}{dx}(X_m^+) = \rho c^2 \frac{dU_2}{dx}(X_m^-) = K_S Y_{2m} - 2K_S \beta_m a_0^2 G_m, \]  
for the second-harmonic wave field with the double frequency 2\(\omega_0\), where  
\[ G_m(\Omega) = -\Lambda^2 W(\Omega)^2 \exp[2i m K^+ (\Omega) h]. \]

4.2 Generation and propagation of the second-harmonic component

The reduced problem given by Eqs. (37)-(39) concerns the second-harmonic wave field excited by the wave sources \(-2K_S \beta_m a_0^2 G_m\) located at the interfaces \(x = X_m\) \((m = 0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \ldots)\). In each layer, the displacement components are denoted by \(U_{2F}(x)\) and \(U_{2B}(x)\) for the forward and backward propagating directions, and the vector with these elements by \(U_2(x) = (U_{2F}(x), U_{2B}(x))^T\). The propagation characteristics of the Bloch mode at the double frequency are governed by the Bloch wave numbers \(K^+(2\Omega)\) and \(K^-(2\Omega)\), and their properties are given by Eqs. (24)-(30) with \(\Omega\) replaced by \(2\Omega\). The Bloch waves are propagating modes when \(|G(2\Omega)| \leq 1\), and decaying modes when \(|G(2\Omega)| > 1\).

An auxiliary problem is first considered which is related to the wave excitation by the single wave source \(-2K_S \beta_n a_0^2 G_n\) at the interface \(x = X_n\) alone. With the presence of driving term in Eq. (38) at \(x = X_n\), the relation between the wave components across the \(n\)th interface is modified as  
\[ U_2(X_{n+}) = \beta_n a_0^2 G_n e + S(2\Omega)U_2(X_{n-}), \]  
instead of Eq. (17), where \(e = (1, 1)^T\). The wave field generated by the source at \(x = X_n\) is restricted to the forward-propagating Bloch mode for \(x > X_n\) and the backward-propagating one for \(x < X_n\) from a physical reasoning that it should propagate away from the \(n\)th interface when \(|G(2\Omega)| \leq 1\) and decay with the distance from it when \(|G(2\Omega)| > 1\). Therefore, \(U_2(X_{n+})\) and \(U_2(X_{(n-1)+})\) are expressed as  
\[ U_2(X_{n+}) = D^+ \beta_n a_0^2 G_n A^+(2\Omega), \quad U_2(X_{(n-1)+}) = D^- \beta_n a_0^2 G_n A^-(2\Omega), \]  
where \(D^+\) and \(D^-\) are complex constants. Substitution of Eq. (41) in Eq. (40) gives  
\[ D^+ A^+(2\Omega) - D^- \exp[-iK^+(2\Omega) h] A^-(2\Omega) = e, \]  
which in turn determines two constants as  
\[ D^+ = \frac{2i \Omega \exp(2i\Omega) \{\exp(2i\Omega) - \exp[-iK^+(2\Omega) h] - 4\Lambda \sin(2\Omega)\}}{2 - (1 + 2i\Lambda \Omega) \exp(2i\Omega) \exp[iK^+(2\Omega) h] - (1 - 2i\Lambda \Omega) \exp(-2i\Omega) \exp[-iK^+(2\Omega) h]}, \]  
(43a)
\[ D^- \exp[-iK^+(2\Omega)h] = \frac{2i\Omega \exp(-2i\Omega)\exp(-i2\Omega) - \exp[iK^+(2\Omega)h] - 4\Lambda\Omega\sin(2\Omega)}{2 - (1 + 2i\Lambda\Omega)\exp(2i\Omega)\exp[iK^+(2\Omega)h] - (1 - 2i\Lambda\Omega)\exp(-2i\Omega)\exp[-iK^+(2\Omega)h]} \]

Once \( U_2(X_{n+}) \) and \( U_2(X_{(n-1)+}) \) are determined by Eqs. (41) and (43), the wave vector at \( x = X_{m+} \) is given by

\[ U_2(X_{m+}) = H(2\Omega)^{m-n} U_2(X_{n+}) \]

for \( m \geq n \), and

\[ U_2(X_{m+}) = H(2\Omega)^{-(n-m-1)} U_2(X_{(n-1)+}) \]

for \( m \leq n - 1 \), using Eq. (39) and introducing

\[ E^+(2\Omega) = D^+ A^+(2\Omega), \quad E^-(2\Omega) = -D^- \exp[-iK^+(2\Omega)h] A^-(2\Omega). \]

By superposing the above auxiliary solution for different \( n \), the solution to the original problem involving nonlinear interfaces at \( x = X_n \) (\( n = 0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \ldots \)) is formally expressed as

\[ U_2(X_{m+}) = \sum_{n=-\infty}^{m} D^+ \beta_n a_0^2 G_n H(2\Omega)^{m-n} A^+(2\Omega) + \sum_{n=m+1}^{\infty} D^- \beta_n a_0^2 G_n H(2\Omega)^{-(n-m-1)} A^- (2\Omega) \]

\[ = -\Lambda^2 W(\Omega)^2 a_0^2 \left\{ \exp[iK^+(2\Omega)h] E^+(2\Omega) \sum_{n=-\infty}^{m} \beta_n \exp[in\Delta K(\Omega)h] \right\} - \exp[-iK^+(2\Omega)h] E^-(2\Omega) \sum_{n=m+1}^{\infty} \beta_n \exp[4in\bar{K}(\Omega)h] \right\}, \]

where

\[ \Delta K(\Omega) = 2K^+(\Omega) - K^+(2\Omega), \quad \bar{K}(\Omega) = \frac{1}{4}[2K^+(\Omega) + K^+(2\Omega)]. \]

The above expressions indicate that the field of the second-harmonic component is influenced by the Bloch wave propagation characteristics at \( \omega = \omega_h \) as well as \( \omega = 2\omega_h \). This issue is examined further below for two special cases.

5. Results and discussions for special cases
5.1 Second-harmonic generation by a single nonlinear interface

When all the interfaces are linear except one at \( x = X_{n+} \geq X_0 \), i.e., \( \beta_m = 0 \) when \( m \leq n - 1 \) and \( m \geq n + 1 \), the second-harmonic field is given by Eqs. (44a, b) with \( \beta_n = \beta \) where \( \beta \) is a positive constant. Let us consider the second-harmonic amplitude at a fixed location in the layered structure,
say at $x = X_{n+}$, $x = X_n$ as shown schematically in Fig. 2. As clearly shown in Eq. (44a), the second-harmonic amplitude at $x = X_{m+}$ is governed by several factors. First, it depends on the distance of the location of the nonlinear interface ($x = X_n$) from the reference position ($x = X_0$) as represented by the factor $|\exp[2\imath nK^+(\Omega)h]|$. This factor is related to the reduction of the amplitude of the fundamental component at the nonlinear interface when $|G(\Omega)| > 1$, i.e., when the fundamental frequency is in one of the stop bands of the layered structure. Second, $|W(\Omega)|$ is related to the magnitude of gap opening of the interface. From Eq. (32), $|W(\Omega)|$ becomes zero at the left edge of each pass band, $\Omega = k\pi (k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots)$, thus forbids the second-harmonic generation. On the other hand, at the frequencies satisfying $\tan \Omega = -2\Lambda \Omega$, which lie in the stop bands, $|W(\Omega)|$ becomes unbounded. Third, the factor $|E^+(2\Omega)|$, where $E^+(2\Omega) = E^+(2\Omega) \cdot e$, determines the generation efficiency of the second-harmonic component at the nonlinear interface. From Eqs. (29a) and (43a), this quantity becomes zero at the frequency satisfying $\tan(2\Omega) = -4\Lambda \Omega$, while it diverges to infinity when the double frequency is at the right edge of each pass band. Finally, when $|G(2\Omega)| > 1$, the double frequency is in one of the stop bands, and the second-harmonic component suffers damping by the factor $|\exp[i(m-n)K^+(2\Omega)h]|$ depending on the distance between the observation point $x = X_{m+}$ and the nonlinear interface at $x = X_n$. When $\Lambda = 0.2$, the factors $|\exp[2\imath nK^+(\Omega)h]|$ and $|\exp[i(m-n)K^+(2\Omega)h]|$ for $m = 10$ and two different values of $n (n = 1$ and $n = 9$) are shown in Fig. 3 as functions of the normalized fundamental frequency together with the factors $|W(\Omega)|$ and $|E^+(2\Omega)|$.

The frequency dependence of the second-harmonic amplitude at $x = X_{10+}$ ($m = 10$) is shown in Fig. 4 when the nonlinear interface is at (a) $x = X_1$ ($n = 1$) and (b) $x = X_9$ ($n = 9$). The dispersion curves $K'(\Omega)$ and $K'(2\Omega)$ are also shown in Fig. 4 in order to ease the comparison of the second-harmonic amplitude spectrum and the band structure. In Fig. 4 (a) for which the nonlinear interface is at $x = X_1$, the second-harmonic amplitude is significantly influenced by the factor $|\exp[i(m-n)K^+(2\Omega)h]|$ while it is less influenced by $|\exp[2\imath nK^+(\Omega)h]|$ as the nonlinear interface is relatively close to $x = X_9$. As a consequence, the observed second-harmonic component is almost zero when the double frequency is in one of the stop bands. In Fig. 4 (b) for $n = 9$, on the contrary, the second-harmonic amplitude is influenced by $|\exp[2\imath nK^+(\Omega)h]|$ but less so by $|\exp[i(m-n)K^+(2\Omega)h]|$. Therefore the second-harmonic amplitude is almost zero when the fundamental frequency is in one of the stop bands. Within the stop bands of the fundamental frequency, however, there are sharp peaks of the second-harmonic amplitude due to the diverging nature of
when the double frequency is at the right edge of the pass bands. It is noted, however, that the perturbation analysis loses its validity at the frequencies where $|U_2|$ shows diverging behavior.

5.2 Second-harmonic generation by multiple consecutive nonlinear interfaces

Consider next the case where multiple consecutive interfaces have identical nonlinearity as shown in Fig. 5. When the nonlinearity parameters take

$$\beta_n = \begin{cases} 0, & n \leq 0, \ n \geq N + 1, \\ \beta, & 1 \leq n \leq N, \end{cases}$$

(48)

where $N$ is a positive integer representing the number of nonlinear interfaces, Eq. (46) reduces to

$$U_2(X_{m+}) = \Lambda^2 W(\Omega)^2 \beta a_0^2 F(4K(\Omega) h, N) \exp[-imK^+(2\Omega) h] E^-(2\Omega), \ m \leq 0,$$

(49a)

$$U_2(X_{m+}) = -\Lambda^2 W(\Omega)^2 \beta a_0^2 \left( F(\Delta K(\Omega) h, m) \exp[imK^+(2\Omega) h] E^+(2\Omega) - F(4K(\Omega) h, N - m) \exp[2imK^+(\Omega) h] E^-(2\Omega) \right), \ 1 \leq m \leq N,$$

(49b)

$$U_2(X_{m+}) = -\Lambda^2 W(\Omega)^2 \beta a_0^2 F(\Delta K(\Omega) h, N) \exp[imK^+(2\Omega) h] E^+(2\Omega), \ m \geq N + 1,$$

(49c)

where the function $F(\xi, M)$ is defined by

$$F(\xi, M) = \begin{cases} 1 - \exp(iM\xi), & \exp(i\xi) \neq 1, \\ \exp(-i\xi) - 1, & \exp(i\xi) = 1. \end{cases}$$

(50)

The expression in Eq. (49b) shows that the amplitudes of the forward and backward Bloch waves oscillate with $m$ for $1 \leq m \leq N$. The wavelengths of oscillations are governed by $\Delta K(\Omega)$ for the forward wave and by $4K(\Omega)$ for the backward one. Likewise, in Eq. (49c) the second-harmonic amplitude for $m \geq N + 1$ oscillates with the number of nonlinear interfaces $N$. The exception arises when $\exp[i\Delta K(\Omega) h] = 1$ corresponding to the so-called phase matching between the fundamental and second-harmonic Bloch waves. If this condition is met when the fundamental and the double frequencies are both in the pass bands of the structure, the second-harmonic Bloch waves have the same phase velocity with the fundamental ones, and the second-harmonic component is generated in a cumulative manner. Namely, the amplitude of the forward-propagating second-harmonic Bloch wave increases in proportion with the distance in the layered structure with nonlinear interfaces. From Eqs. (24) and (25), however, the exact phase matching occurs only at $\Omega = k\pi$, $(k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots)$, which correspond to the left edge of the pass bands of the structure. At these frequencies, the second-harmonic amplitude is zero since $W(k\pi) = 0$. It is then only expected that the second-harmonic component grows nearly proportionally with the distance at frequencies near $\Omega = k\pi$ in each pass band.
In the cases when the number of nonlinear interfaces is $N = 10, 20, 30$ and $40$, the amplitude of the second-harmonic component at $x = X_{40}$ is shown in Fig. 6 as a function of the normalized fundamental frequency for different values of $\Lambda$. In Fig. 6, it is first seen that the second-harmonic amplitude exhibits sharp peaks when the double frequency is at the right edge of the pass bands. This is due to the diverging nature of $|E^+(2\Omega)|$ as discussed in the previous section for a single nonlinear interface. Furthermore, the diverging behavior of $|W(\Omega)|$ also contributes to enhance the second-harmonic amplitude when the double frequency is in one of the pass bands even if the fundamental one is in the stop bands.

The band structure of the layered structure with spring-type interfaces is governed by the non-dimensional parameter $\Lambda$ [21]. When $\Lambda \to 0$, the interfaces become perfectly bonded and the dispersive nature disappears. When $\Lambda$ is sufficiently small, the dispersion is weak and $\Delta K(\Omega)$ remains small except near the right edge of each pass band. As a consequence, in Fig. 6 (a) for $\Lambda = 0.02$ the second-harmonic amplitude tends to grow nearly cumulatively in each pass band, thus proportionally increasing with $N$. As $\Lambda$ increases, however, each pass band becomes narrower and the dispersive nature more remarkable. In Fig. 6 (d) for $\Lambda = 0.4$, monotonic growth of the second-harmonic amplitude is only seen near $\Omega = 0$ and $\Omega = \pi$.

In the case when $\Lambda = 0.2$ and $N = 30$, the distribution of the second-harmonic amplitude in the layered structure is shown in Fig. 7 for different normalized fundamental frequencies. Note that the amplitude exhibits stepwise variation across the interfaces and remains constant in each layer, since the layers are linearly elastic. For $\Omega/\pi = 0.1$ and $0.3$, both the fundamental and the double frequencies are in the first pass band. As a consequence, the second-harmonic amplitude increases cumulatively with distance for the region $0 < x/h < 30$ in which the nonlinear interfaces lie. For $\Omega/\pi = 0.4$, the fundamental component can propagate through the structure and generate the second-harmonic component at 30 interfaces, but the second-harmonic field has a standing-wave nature and does not propagate away to infinity since the double frequency is in the first stop band. For $\Omega/\pi = 0.5$ and $0.6$, the fundamental and the double frequencies are in the first and the second pass bands, respectively, but due to the dispersive nature the second-harmonic amplitude oscillates with certain wavelengths mainly governed by $\Delta K(\Omega)$. For $\Omega/\pi = 0.8$, these frequencies are in the first and the second stop bands, respectively, so the fundamental component decays for $x/h > 0$, which only accompanies the second-harmonic generation in a localized nature. For $\Omega/\pi = 1.1$, both frequencies are in the pass bands and the cumulative nature of second-harmonic generation is recovered due to the approximate phase matching near $\Omega = \pi$.

5.3 Low-frequency approximation
When the fundamental frequency is sufficiently low, the dispersion relation of the Bloch wave is approximated to the first order of $\Omega$ as

$$K^*(\Omega)h \approx \sqrt{1 + 2\Lambda \Omega}, \quad (51)$$

from Eqs. (24) and (26). Likewise, the quantities introduced in the above derivation can be approximated as follows by retaining the lowest-order terms of $\Omega$.

$$W(\Omega) \approx \frac{\Omega}{\sqrt{1 + 2\Lambda}}, \quad (52)$$

$$E^+(2\Omega) \approx \frac{1}{1 + 2\Lambda + \sqrt{1 + 2\Lambda}} \left( \frac{1 + \Lambda + \sqrt{1 + 2\Lambda}}{\Lambda} \right), \quad (53a)$$

$$E^-(2\Omega) \approx \frac{1}{1 + 2\Lambda + \sqrt{1 + 2\Lambda}} \left( \frac{\Lambda}{1 + \Lambda + \sqrt{1 + 2\Lambda}} \right). \quad (53b)$$

As a consequence, in the first case of a single nonlinear interface discussed above, Eqs. (44a, b) reduce to

$$U_2(X_{m+}) = \frac{\Lambda^2}{1 + 2\Lambda} \Omega^2 \beta a_0^2 \exp[2i(2n-m)\sqrt{1 + 2\Lambda \Omega}], \quad m \leq n-1, \quad (54a)$$

$$U_2(X_{m+}) = -\frac{\Lambda^2}{1 + 2\Lambda} \Omega^2 \beta a_0^2 \exp(2im\sqrt{1 + 2\Lambda \Omega}), \quad m \geq n, \quad (54b)$$

which make clear that the second-harmonic amplitude in the layered structure is $[\Lambda^2/(1 + 2\Lambda)] \beta a_0^2 \Omega^2$, exhibiting quadratic frequency dependence.

In the second case of $N$ consecutive nonlinear interfaces, the displacement at $x = X_{m+}$ is given by

$$U_2(X_{m+}) = i \frac{\Lambda^2 \Omega \beta a_0^2}{4(1 + 2\Lambda)^{3/2}} \left[ 1 - \exp(4iN\sqrt{1 + 2\Lambda \Omega}) \right] \exp(-2im\sqrt{1 + 2\Lambda \Omega}), \quad m \leq 0, \quad (55a)$$

$$U_2(X_{m+}) = -\frac{\Lambda^2 \Omega \beta a_0^2}{1 + 2\Lambda} m \exp(2im\sqrt{1 + 2\Lambda \Omega})$$

$$+ i \frac{\Lambda^2 \Omega \beta a_0^2}{4(1 + 2\Lambda)^{3/2}} \left( \exp(2im\sqrt{1 + 2\Lambda \Omega}) - \exp[2(2N-m)i\sqrt{1 + 2\Lambda \Omega}] \right), \quad 1 \leq m \leq N, \quad (55b)$$

$$U_2(X_{m+}) = -\frac{\Lambda^2 \Omega \beta a_0^2}{1 + 2\Lambda} N \exp(2im\sqrt{1 + 2\Lambda \Omega}), \quad m \geq N + 1. \quad (55c)$$

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (55b) shows that the forward-propagating second-harmonic component is generated cumulatively with quadratic frequency dependence. As shown in Eq. (55c), the second-harmonic amplitude beyond the $N$ interfaces is given by
\[ \frac{\Lambda^2}{(1+2\Lambda)^2}N\beta a_0^2 \Omega^2 \] which is exactly \( N \) times that for a single nonlinear interface. These features are due to the approximation in Eq. (51) which means that the structure is now non-dispersive. In Fig. 8, the low-frequency parts of Fig. 6 (a) and (c) are redrawn in the form scaled as \( |U_2|/(N\beta a_0^2) \). The low-frequency formula \( |U_2|/(N\beta a_0^2) = \left[ \frac{\Lambda^2}{(1+2\Lambda)} \right] \Omega^2 \) is also shown in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8 (a) for \( \Lambda = 0.02 \), the low-frequency approximation gives excellent agreement with the exact results until the double frequency enters the first stop band when \( \Omega/\pi \approx 0.5 \). In Fig. 8 (b) for \( \Lambda = 0.2 \), however, the agreement is limited to a lower frequency range, say \( \Omega/\pi < 0.2 \), due to the more remarkable dispersive nature.

6. Conclusion

The second-harmonic generation characteristics in the longitudinal wave propagation across an infinite layered structure consisting of linear elastic layers and nonlinear spring-type interfaces have been analyzed theoretically using a perturbation approach. An explicit analytical expression has been derived for the second-harmonic field in the layered structure. The analysis has revealed that the second-harmonic generation behavior depends significantly on the fundamental frequency reflecting the band structure of the layered structure. Two special cases have been discussed in order to clarify such dependence, i.e., the second-harmonic generation by a single as well as multiple consecutive nonlinear interfaces. In particular, when the second-harmonic generation occurs at multiple consecutive nonlinear interfaces, the cumulative growth of the second-harmonic amplitude with distance is only expected in certain frequency ranges where the fundamental as well as the double frequencies belong to the pass bands. Furthermore, a remarkable increase of the second-harmonic amplitude has been found near the terminating edge of pass bands. Approximate expressions for the second-harmonic amplitude have been obtained when the frequency is sufficiently low, which show that the second-harmonic generation occurs cumulatively with quadratic frequency dependence.

The present analysis assumed an infinite layered structure of identical linear elastic layers and interlayer interfaces with identical linear stiffness, in order to obtain explicit analytical expressions for the second-harmonic amplitude. The perturbation approach presented here can, however, be applied to analyze the second-harmonic generation behavior in more general cases such as structures consisting of dissimilar elastic layers and interfacial stiffnesses, or finitely extended layered structures.
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Figure legends

Fig. 1  A periodic layered structure consisting of linear elastic layers and spring-type interlayer interfaces.

Fig. 2  A schematic for the second-harmonic generation by a single nonlinear spring-type interface in the layered structure.

Fig. 3  Frequency dependence of four factors governing the second-harmonic amplitude observed in the layered structure.

Fig. 4  Frequency dependence of the second-harmonic amplitude at $x = X_{10+}$ when $\Lambda = 0.2$ and the nonlinear interface is located at (a) $x = X_1$ and (b) $x = X_0$. The dispersion curves of the layered structure are also shown.

Fig. 5  A schematic for the second-harmonic generation by multiple consecutive nonlinear interfaces in the layered structure.

Fig. 6  Frequency dependence of the second-harmonic amplitude at $x = X_{40+}$ for different numbers of nonlinear interfaces ($N = 10, 20, 30, 40$) when (a) $\Lambda = 0.02$, (b) $\Lambda = 0.1$, (c) $\Lambda = 0.2$ and (d) $\Lambda = 0.4$. Note that the vertical scale for (a) is different from the others.

Fig. 7  The second-harmonic amplitude distribution in the layered structure for $\Lambda = 0.2$ and different normalized frequencies $\Omega$. Note that the vertical scales are not the same.

Fig. 8  Frequency dependence of the second-harmonic amplitude at $x = X_{40+}$, for different numbers of nonlinear interfaces ($N = 10, 20, 30, 40$) when (a) $\Lambda = 0.02$ and (b) $\Lambda = 0.2$, together with the low-frequency approximation. Note that the vertical scales for (a) and (b) are not the same.
Fig. 1  A periodic layered structure consisting of linear elastic layers and spring-type interlayer interfaces.

Fig. 2  A schematic for the second-harmonic generation by a single nonlinear spring-type interface in the layered structure.
Fig. 3 Frequency dependence of four factors governing the second-harmonic amplitude observed in the layered structure.
Fig. 4 Frequency dependence of the second-harmonic amplitude at \( x = X_{10} \) when \( \Lambda = 0.2 \) and the nonlinear interface is located at (a) \( x = X_1 \) and (b) \( x = X_9 \). The dispersion curves of the layered structure are also shown.
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